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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

Decay Fits in Rho until now

Vertex Fit Corrects final state momenta to one common point along
trajectories (PndKinVtxFitter or PndKalmanVtxFitter)

Kinematic Fit Corrects daughter momenta to meet the mass or
4-momentum constraint

Executing fits subsequently and with locking some candidates, a
leaf-by-leaf structure is created.

Example

1 Vertex fits for KS and rest of tracks.

2 Mass constraint fit with vertex fitted KS daughters

3 Locking KS daughters

4 4C fit on rest & KS

K
S

pbar
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

Decay Tree Fitter

Fits the whole decay tree at once. Vertices, known masses, measured
tracks & neutrals and beam/target measurement (”4C”) are included as
constraints. The common approach is the χ2 fit with Lagrange
multipliers.

→ Very large parameter space and large matrices have to be inverted!

Solution: Kalman Filter approach

• Calculation of χ2 is linearized

• Each constraint to the fit enters as one separate, scalar term

• Measurements are constraints and are treated similar to, e.g
four-momentum conservations
→ maximum matrix dimension to be inverted is usually 5 (helices).

• Do not confuse with our track fitting!
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

Fit Parameters

(3) Primary vertex

(3) Secondary vertices

(3) Final state momenta

(4) Composite’s four-momenta

Constraints

(5) Tracks (helix parameters)

(3) Clusters

(4) Initial four-momentum

(4) Internal four-momentum
conservations

(1) Mass constraints

Example

ψ(2S)→ J/ψ π+π−

�

µ+µ−

23 Parameters:

12 4 Final State Particles

8 2 Composites

3 Primary vertex

32 Constraints:

20 4 Helices

8 2 P4-Conservations

4 Beam-Target

→ 9 Degrees of Freedom
Beam: 4 plus Vertex: 2n − 3 = 5
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

Existing Decay Tree Fitter

• BaBar & LHCb have a Tree Fitter, written by W.Hulsbergen

• The author provided us the latest stable code.

• Our goal: Implementation into PandaRoot

Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 552 (2005) 566–575

Decay chain fitting with a Kalman filter

Wouter D. Hulsbergen!
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Abstract

We present a method to perform a least-squares fit of a decay chain involving multiple decay vertices. Our technique
allows for the simultaneous extraction of decay time, position and momentum parameters and their uncertainties and
correlations for all particles in a decay chain.
r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 29.85.+c
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1. Introduction

In high energy physics experiments decay
reactions that proceed via intermediate metastable
states are usually reconstructed by following a
bottom–up approach. One starts by extracting the
parameters of those decay vertices from which the
reconstructed final state particles emerge and uses
the intermediate ‘composite’ particles for the
reconstruction of upstream decays. At each decay
vertex the parameters of the composite particle are
determined with a least-squares fit to its daughter
particles, subject to the constraint that those
originate from a common point. The disadvantage

of this approach, which is sometimes called ‘leaf-
by-leaf’ fitting, is that constraints that are up-
stream of a decay vertex do not contribute to the
knowledge of the parameters of the vertex. An
example of a decay for which this is impractical is
K0

S ! p0p0.
In this paper, we discuss the implementation of

a least-squares fit that extracts all parameters in a
decay chain simultaneously. We shall call this fit,
which we developed for data analysis in the Babar
experiment, a global decay chain fit. First, we
propose a parameterization of a decay chain in
terms of vertex positions, momenta and decay
times. Subsequently, we argue that the Kalman
filter is a suitable technique to extract these
parameters and the corresponding covariance
matrix from the external constraints, which in
the case of Babar are reconstructed charged
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particle trajectories and neutral particle calori-
meter clusters. Finally, we present two examples
and briefly summarize experience with the fit in
Babar.

The decay chain fits discussed here are hypoth-
esis driven. The task of finding the reconstructed
tracks and clusters and associating those with the
final state particles in the decay tree is outside the
scope of this paper. In Babar physics analyses
decay trees are built layer-by-layer, usually by
making all possible combinations of final state
particles and applying selections on the invariant
mass and vertex w2. Vertex pattern recognition
plays an insignificant role because the low
combinatorics does not warrant more complicated
algorithms and because the track parameter
resolution is barely sufficient to separate the decay
vertices of the particles that are of most interest to
the experiment, namely B and D mesons.

2. Parameterization of a decay tree

Fig. 1 shows a schematic picture of a decay tree.
The positions of the vertices in the decay tree, and
the momenta of all particles, constitute the degrees
of freedom of the decay tree. These degrees of
freedom, the internal constraints (such as momen-
tum conservation at each vertex) and the relation
to the external reconstruction objects, define the
decay tree model.

The choice of parameters in the decay tree
model is not unique, but we found the following
parameterization suitable for use in Babar. Each
reconstructed final state particle is represented by
a momentum vector ðpx; py; pzÞ. The mass of a final
state particle is not a parameter in the fit, but
assigned based on the particle hypothesis in the
decay tree. Each intermediate particle in the decay
tree is modeled by a four momentum vector
ðpx; py; pz;EÞ and a decay vertex position ðx; y; zÞ.
If the composite particle is not at the head of the
decay tree, we also assign a parameter for its decay
time. We choose this parameter to be y # l=j~pj,
where l is the decay length.
If a composite particle has an expected decay

length much smaller than the vertex detector
resolution, we call this particle a resonance. A
resonance does not have a decay time parameter
and it shares the decay vertex position with its
mother, unless it is at the head of the decay tree. In
the Babar reconstruction software particles with
an expected decay length cto1mm, such as p0,
J=c and D$, are treated as resonances.1

We distinguish two types of constraints in the
decay tree. Two internal constraints are applied to
remove redundant degrees of freedom: the vertex
constraint expresses the relation between the decay
vertex of a particle and the production vertex of its
daughters; the momentum conservation constraint
ensures four-momentum conservation at each
vertex. The reconstructed final state particles
constitute the external constraints. In this paper
we consider only 5-parameter track segments and
calorimeter clusters with a reconstructed position
and energy. Explicit expressions for the constraints
are given in Section 4. To put those in the proper
context we introduce the fit procedure first.

3. Fitting a decay tree

3.1. Measurement constraints and exact constraints

To extract the optimal set of decay tree
parameters from the reconstruction information
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Fig. 1. Schematic picture of a decay tree with three charged
particles reconstructed as track segments (T), one photon
reconstructed as a calorimeter cluster (C), and two composite
particles (I for ‘internal’ and H for ‘head’).

1We use the term resonance for any particle with a short
lifetime, regardless of whether the decay is through the strong
or electroweak interaction.

W.D. Hulsbergen / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 552 (2005) 566–575 567
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

Status from last report:

X Obtain the code & look for showstoppers

X Matrices & Vectors: CLHEP → ROOT

• Framework interfaces: Gaudi → FairBase/ROOT
& LHCB → PandaRoot

• Candidate Interfaces via Rho (calculations to be transformed)

× Running Tests & Debugging
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

Status now:

X Obtain the code & look for showstoppers

X Matrices & Vectors: CLHEP → ROOT

X Framework interfaces: Gaudi → FairBase/ROOT
& LHCB → PandaRoot

X Candidate Interfaces via Rho (calculations to be transformed)

X Move all particle fitters to Rho

X Intense Debugging & understanding the code

• Running more Tests & Debugging

→ See our SVN trunk from rev. 28746
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

ψ(2S)→ J/ψ π+π−
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

Interaction point
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

ψ(2S)→ J/ψ π+π− (FastSim)

ψ(2S) and J/ψ masses before and after fit
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

ψ(2S)→ J/ψ π+π− (FastSim)

Primary vertex (smeared with 50 µm) distribution & pulls
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

ψ(2S)→ J/ψ π+π− (FastSim)

J/ψ momentum pulls before and after fit
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

ψ(2S)→ J/ψ π+π− (FastSim)

ψ(2S) momentum pulls - before fit not fully understood after fit without
meaning (4C)
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

ψ(2S)→ J/ψ π+π− (FastSim)

Fit Quality

Not perfect, yet.
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pbarp→ D+D− → KππKππ
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

pbarp→ D+D− → KππKππ (FastSim)

Masses before and after fit
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

pbarp→ D+D− → KππKππ (FastSim)

Primary Vertex (50 µm smearing and reconstructed from D’s
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pbarp→ D+D− → KππKππ (FastSim)

Secondary Vertices D+ and D−
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

pbarp→ D+D− → KππKππ (FastSim)

Secondary Vertex Pulls D+ and D−
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pbarp→ D+D− → KππKππ (FastSim)

Fit Quality
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A Decay Tree Fitter for PANDA

Outlook

• Covariance issue to be investigated.

• Neutrals need possibly fixing (may be an fsim thing)

• Treat ”stabe” particles (Kshort) properly

• Test delayed Vertices (D’s, Lambdas)

• Compare performance with available fitters

Thanks for your attention.
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